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This weekly fanzine created by the people of Ankara who re-claim their own sociospatial space. A.O.Ç. is reclaimed by the public while opening it up for discussion.
Like what Henri Lefebvre says,
Space is a result of production. ,Therefore, space can be formed / manupulated by the one who
produce it. Furthermore, space consists different layers of socio/spatial structure.
In other words;
(when we talk about space, we don’t just mean a physical space but we also mean economical,
political, cultural space, etc.)
From this point, In this political system, as an authority figure, goverments have enough power to
impose their ideological views to the layers of space.
“Atatürk Orman Çiftliği” is a (produced) space as well,
it has produced by Atatürk as a productive space which later transferred to the public asset according to
his will.
However; to the contary of the purpose of AOÇ; governments have been manupulate it according to
their own self-interests. They overtake the public space by implanting their own (authorical) space. this
space is dictated from a single center (authoritical leader) without any public opinion. It is a space which
produced by a over-looking power that does not represent public necessities.
It is a space of extortion. Yet, against to the extortion (authoritical space), public figures can also
generate their own (public) space without any superior- mind. contary to the centralist govermental
production, “space produced by public” would be a pluralist, reaction-based, accesible and
dispossessed entity.

RECLAIM YOUR A.O.Ç.
Extortion your Voice vs Reclaim your Voice
do you remember the last time when powerful seize what is yours, and you were angry, desperate
and indignated like there are no space to shout / yell / scream.well,
I know you remember, cause it is not in the past, it happens now! realize that there are no
media or no saviour to defend your rights. but, there are a lot of people like you drowned,
breathless. so, it is time to meet up!, it is time to form a political space to express your anger,
desperation, indignation, requests and desires without any authority figures.
Extortion your Building vs Reclaim your Building
above their function and operability (it is protected or it is not), AOÇ artifacts have got another
additional meaning, which can be constructed by getting in touch and experiencing them.
This meaning varies based on the observer’s personal identity,
in other words, people can read AOÇ through their own personal perspective.
Dialogue between the artifact and the people generates an another “diverse public space”
where people can re-claim their own AOÇ.
Extortion your Land vs Reclaim your Land
Extortion your Identity vs Reclaim your Identity
Extortion your Sources vs Reclaim your Sources

